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The little green peas are back for a romp through a rainbow of colors in this Classic Board Book by

New York Times bestselling author, Keith Baker!The little green peas are back to celebrate the

colorful world around them. Join the fun as they fly red kites, sail blue boats, ski down purple

mountains, and more! Bright and bold illustrations fill the pages of this delightful exploration of color.
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I love these little green peas. They made me chuckle with the alphabet and laugh with numbers, and

here they are making me smile once again as they help little readers learn colors. This oversize

picture book is a perfect choice for the youngest color learners. Each color word is given a two page

spread, followed by another two page spread depicting the little peas up to a wide variety of

activities. Young readers will not only learn colors, but will likely learn lots of other valuable

vocabulary as they enjoy following the antics of each little pea.This book features a beautiful design,

layout and color palette. The peas are as varied in their personalities as ever, and as energetic. We

get peas on skis, peas in a castle, peas raking leaves, sailing boats, flying kites and even playing

baseball! While I think this book will find its best home with one on one sharing, I still plan on using it

for toddler story time thanks mainly to its large format and charming read aloud flow.Little Green



Peas is a wonderful choice for learning colors and a charming addition to any toddler collection. I

can't wait for the next Pea adventure! How about shapes?

My son has loved the books in this series, and owns all of them now. He enjoys pointing out all the

things the little peas are doing in the background, and the story is quick and easy to read through

with your child. Very colorful and fun pictures. I would highly recommend this series for any child

learning their basics.

Humorous, beautiful illustrations, rhymes, and then, on top of it all, teaching the concepts of color,

including black and white. What's not to love. Recommend for ages 1 to 6. Keith Baker hits it out of

the ball park with these lovable green peas.And added possible plus --- this book might make

pea-lovers out of pea-skeptics!

My 4 year old loves this book. There is a little lady bug somewhere on all the pages and even my 7

year old has fun looking for her. It's a well written book. The other peas books are just as good.

The little green peas (and little green guys!) are back with this fun, nicely illustrated, spirited book

that helps little ones learn their colors. The content of this book are fun and appropriate from about

age 6 months on up. ( I read that it is generally believed that babies have good color vision by 5

months -- and I read this one to my 7 month old and he loved it, so it's real-baby-approved!)

The peas are back! In this new addition to the LMNO Peas series, author/illustrator Keith Baker

offers a delightful concept book about colors, starring, once again, his delightful peas, The book

features a variety of pictures for each 2-page color spread, including, of course, a variety of peas

doing all kinds of activities. Wonderful for all ages, from toddlers just learning their colors to older

children who can peer over the tiny peas and get a good laugh at the peas chock-full of personality

who populate the book.

I'm a special education teacher with a masters in Literacy, and I LOVE this book series. But most

importantly my children love it. Absolutely adorable. I'm so happy I found them.

This is one of my son's favorite books. The colors are spelled in big letters so we can work on both

colors and letters/spelling while we read. It just a cute book overall!
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